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Nomenclature

We use the symbols I for irradiance (or instantaneous insolation, in

W/m2) and H for irradiation (or daily total insolation, in J/M ), together

with subscripts b for beam (also called direct), d for diffuse and h for hemis-

pherical (also called global or total). To minimize subscripts in the present

paper we refer irradiation H (except for Hcoll ) to horizontal

surface, but irradiance I to normal incidence. Bars indicate long term

average. Note that beam is defined with respect to the 2.80 acceptance

half angle of the pyrheliometer, and not with respect to the solar disc;

thus it includes the circumsolar component.5

A = net aperture area of collector

C = geometric (or area) concentration

F = factor to account for heat extraction or removal efficiency

Ho = extraterrestrial irradiation on horizontal surface (daily total)

Hcoll= irradiation incident on collector aperture (daily total)

d = diffuse irradiation on horizontal surface (daily total)

Hh = hemispherical irradiation on horizontal surface (daily total)

I = solar constant = 1353 W/M

Ib = beam irradiance at normal incidence (pyraheliometer)

Id = diffuse irradiance on surface normal to sun

Ih = hemispherical irradiance on surface normal to sun (pyranometer)

.h Hh/Ho = long term average clearness index (called KT in Refs. 1-4)

gout = instantaneous collector output [W]

q2, = AU(Tcoll - Tamb) = instantaneous collector heat loss [W]

Q - long term average energy [J] delivered by collector

Q loss=long term average heat loss of collector [J]

Rd functions to convert horizontal irradiation

Rh to irradiation on collector aperture

R Rd/Rh

t - time of day from solar noon (p.m. is positive)

tc - collector cut off time (if -t c- = tc+)

tc- - collector turn on time (hours before noon)

tc+ = collector turn off time (houws after noon)

is - sunset time

T

Ta
Tf

T in

Tout

Tr
U

b

6

A

n.o

0

w

w

- length of day - 24 hours - 86,400 seconds

- ambient temperature

- (Tin + Tout)/2 - average fluid temperature

o inlet fluid temperature

" outlet fluid temperature

- average receiver surface temperature

" U-value [W/m2*C)

- collector tilt from horizontal surface (positive towards equator)

" solar declination

- geographic latitude

- optical efficiency (also called TO product in the flat plate

literature) - fraction of insolation absorbed by absorbed -

efficiency if receiver at ambient, i.e. no heat loss.

" long term average optical efficiency

" acceptance half angle of CPC

" collector azimuth from due south, relative to horizontal

plane (west is positive, east negative)

- utilizability

" 2wt/T " hour angle

- 2wts/T = sunset hour angle

viii



SIMPLE PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTING
LONG-TERM AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF NONCONCENTRATING

AND OF CONCENTRATING SOLAR COLLECTORS

by

Manuel Collares-Pereira* and Ari Rabit

ABSTRACT

The Liu and Jordan method of calculating long term average energy
collection of flat plate collectors is simplified (by about a factor of 4),
improved, and generalized to all collectors, concentration and nonconcentra-
ting. The only meteorological input needed are the long term average daily
total hemispherical insolation Hh on a horizontal surface and, for thermal
collectors the average ambient temperature. The collector is characterized
by optical efficiency, heat loss (or U-value), heat extraction efficiency,
concentration ratio and tracking mode. An average operating temperature is
assumed. Interaction with storage can be included by combining the present
model with the f-chart method of Beckman, Klein and Duffle.

A conversion factor is presented which multiplies the daily total
horizontal insolation Rh to yield the long term average useful energy
Q delivered by the collector. This factor depends on a large number of
variables such as collector temperature, optical efficiency, tracking mode,
concentration, latitude, clearness index, diffuse insolation etc., but it
can be broken up into several component factors each of which depends only
on two or three variables and can be presented in convenient graphical on
analytical form. In general, the seasonal variability of the weather will
necessitate a separate calculation for each month of the year; however,
one calculation for the central day of each month will be adequate. The
method is simple enough for hand calculation.

Formulas and examples are presented for five collector types: flat
plate, compound parabolic concentrator, concentrator with E.-W. tracking
axis, concentrator with polar tracking axis, and concentrator with two
axis tracking. The examples show that even for relatively low temperature
applications and cloudy climates (50C in New York in February), concen-
trating collectors can outperform the flat plate.

The method has been validated against hourly weather data (with measure-
ments of hemispherical and beam insolation), and has been found to have an
average accuracy better than 3% for the long term average radiation avail-
able to solar collectors. For the heat delivery of thermal collectors the
average error has been 5%. The excellent suitability of this method for

* Enrico Fermi Institute, The University of Chicago, 5630 S. Ellis Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60637. Supported by the Instituto Nacional de Investi-
gacio Cientifica and Centro de Fisica de Matria Condensada, Lisbon,
Portugal.

t Nov on leave of absence from Argonne National Laboratory to Solar Energy
Research Institute, 1536 Cole Boulevard, Golden, Colorado 80401.
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comparison studies is illustrated by comparing in a location independent
manner the radiation availability for several collector types or operating
conditions: two axis tracking versus one axis tracking; polar tracking
axis versus east-west tracking axis; fixed versus tracking flat plate; effect
of ground reflectance; and acceptance for diffuse radiation as function of
concentration ratio.
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I. Introduction

The performance of solar collectors is usually specified in terms of

instantaneous or peak efficiency, based on clear days and normal incidence.

In practical applications, however, one needs to know the long term energy

delivery averaged over all cloud conditions and incidence angles. To

answer this need, many researchers have advocated average diurnal

efficiency as a collector performance measure. Unfortunately such average

efficiency curves may depend strongly on peculiarities of the weather for

the test day and test location, and are therefore limited in their general

applicability.

One approach to this problem is to use a computer program with

instantaneous efficiency and hourly insolation data as input. The results

of such a calculation can be considered valid only if the weather data

are representative of long term weather behavior. Various choices have

been used, for example, real hourly data for a single year, real hourly

data for several years, averaged hourly data, and stochastic data. Use of

real data for a specific place and year provides only a performance

simulation for that place and year, but its reliability as prediction for

the long term average is uncertain - after all, fluctuations in monthly

total insolation from one year to the next commonly exceed i 10%, and the

resulting output fluctuations for thermal collectors are even larger.

Another drawback arises from the time, money and expertise required

for computer simulations. Even though the computing time is inconsequential

for a few sample simulations, the large number of parameters to be

considered will make any meaningful system optimization or comparison

study costly and time consuming. Furthermore one gains little intuitive

understanding of functional relationships.

As an alternative we propose a generalized and simplified model of the

Liu and Jordan' type which treats all collectors in a consistent manner

and which needs as meteorological input only the long term average daily

total hemispherical irradiation H on a horizontal surface (as well as for
h-

thermal collectors, the long term average daily ambient temperature Ta).

This information is readily available for a large number of locations;1 ,2

Ref. 2, for example, lists 170 stations in the U.S. and Canada, and eleven

stations are included in Appendix B of the present paper. The method is
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simple enough for hand calculations. In general the seasonal variability

of the weather will necessitate a separate calculation for each month of

the year; however one calculation for the central day of each month will

be adequate. Since the dependence on individual design variables such

as tilt angle, concentration ratio and operating temperature is displayed

explicitly, it is easy to study the effect of changing any of these

variables. The influence of climate and location can be assessed

systematically. This gain in intuitive understanding can be of great help

for system optimization and for comparison studies. For illustration we

have compared some typical collectors (flat plate, CPC, collector with

east-west tracking axis, collector with polar tracking axis, and collector

with 2-axis tracking).

The calculation proceeds in one or two main steps depending on the

kind of solar energy system. The first step yields the long term average

insolation Hcoll reaching the collector within its acceptance angle. For

collectors whose efficiency is independent or nearly independent of solar

intensity nothing else is required, and the delivered energy is simply

Q - n H This is the case for photovoltaic collectors. ThermalQ coll
collectors with significant heat loss, on the other hand will be turned

on only when the insolation is sufficiently high and hence the relation

between H oll and delivered energy Q is nonlinear. For this case the

second step of the calculation is required; it depends on whether or not the

average collector or storage temperature is known.

In home heating applications the average storage temperature is not

known a priori, but a short hand method has been developed by S. A. Klein,

et al.2 which predicts the fraction of the load supplied by solar, taking

into account the interaction with thermal storage. This method is called

f-chart method and needs as input the collector parameters and the long

term average insolation Hcoll on the collector aperture (called HT in Ref. 2).

Only the collector parameters (heat removal factor, optical efficiency and

U-value) and the insolation Hcoll matter, but not the details of the

collector optics. Therefore the f-chart method, which was developed only

for flat plat collectors, can be used with any collector if HT -coll

calculated from our Eq. (II-I) with cutoff angle we * wa is inserted into
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Eq. (5.4) of Ref. 2.

Y = A FR (Ta) HT N/L (Eq. 5.4 of Ref. 2)

for the abscissa of the f-chart.

For process heat and power applications f-charts have not yet been

developed. However, for most applications in process heat and shaft power

the collector outlet temperature is fixed or nearly fixed, and therefore

one can use the utilizability method described in the classic papers of

Hottel and Whillier,4 and of Liu and Jordan.l We have generalized the

utilizability method to all collector types. Simplification by about a

factor of four relative to Ref. 1 has been achieved by defining the

utilizability with respect to the day rather than the hour.3

The utilizability * is a function of the heat loss, expressed as

dimensionless critcal intensity ratio, and is defined in such a way that

the delivered energy Q per aperture area A is

Q/A = F o Hcoll

where n is the average optical efficiency (which has also been called at

product); F accounts for the heat extraction or the heat removal efficiency

and depends on the specification of the collector temperature (fluid

inlet temperature, fluid outlet temperature, average fluid temperature or

absorber surface temperature). We have recalculated for the formalism

underlying out method; our $ curves differ markedly from those of other

investigators,1 ,3 ,4 both in interpretation and in numerical value.

Several secondary effects have not been incorporated into the present

model, but could be included by straightforward modification. These

effects include loss of circumsolar radiation in systems with high

concentration, deviations from isotropy in the diffuse insolation, and

transient losses due to collector heat capacity. The radiation correlations

underlying this model equate beam radiation with radiation measured by

a pyrheliometer of acceptance half angle 2.8*. For collectors with smaller

acceptance angle one has to multiply H oll of Eq. (II-I) by the monthly

average circumsolar loss factor for the collector and location in question.

Unfortunately we do not yet have enough information for a definitive answer

to this question. Some preliminary analysis of circumsolar data in Ref. 5

shows that the circumsolar lossfor point focus collectors will be between
*For a test procedure defining n, see eq. C-17 of Appendix C.
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0 and 5% for clear climates such as Albuquerque, but may reach 10% under hazy

conditions (e.g., Texas in winter). Line focus collectors are less sensitive

to circumsolar radiation. In the present paper we bypass this problem by

assuming that any circumsolar loss factor is correctly accounted for in the

measured average optical efficiency no.

Under clear sky the diffuse sky radiation is not completely

isotropic but somewhat centered around the sun. Consequently the 1/C

rule for acceptance of diffuse radiation by a collector of concentration

C tends to underestimate slightly (by about one percent) the radiation

available to collectors of low concentration.6 Long term observations of

the angular distribution of sky radiation are needed before a more

quantitative analysis of this effect can be made.

As for transient effects, any well designed solar collector will

have warmup times much shorter than one hour, snd therefore collector

transients do not enter into a conventional hour-by-hour simulation. The

present model also neglects collector transients. The importance of

transients depends on the system and is not clear in general. Perhaps

the best approach would be the development of transient loss factors which

could be employed both for hourly simulation and for the present model.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of this model we have compared its

predictions with the results of adding hourly contributions from weather

tapes. We have avoided the usual uncertainties associated with estimating

the beam component when only hemispherical insolation is known, by relying

only on tapes which contain both pyranometer and pyrheliometer measurements.

Such data have recently become available through the Aerospace Corporation

for the five stations: Albuquerque, NM; Fort Hood, TX; Livermore, CA;

Maynard, MA; and Raleigh, NC; with one to four years at each station.

We have computed the deviation

colldata collmodel (1-2)

Hcoll,data

between data and model, both for a 2-axis tracker of high concentration

and for a flat plate collector. (For the 2-axis tracker HColl is the daily

total beam radiation at normal incidence). We found that the average error
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(over all stations and months) is less than 3% for the insolation

Holl available to the collector, both for flat plate and for concentrating

collectors.8 The model appears to be free from any significant bias with

respect to location or time of year at least as far as could be discerned

from this rather limited data base. For a particular month of a particular

year the discrepancy between model and data can be much larger, on the

order of 3% (standard deviation) for a flat plate and on the order of

10% (standard deviation) for concentrators. These fluctuations reflect

the month-to-month variations in the ratio of diffuse over hemispherical

insolation. Even though large, the fluctuations do not matter, provided

the long term average is correct. After all, the model is designed to

predict only the long term average collector performance, not the

performance for a particular month.

The computation of the utilizability $ involves further approximations

of several percent, and hence the uncertainty in the energy delivery of a

thermal collector will be on the order of 5%.

In view of the evidence for the general validity of the meteorological

correlations underlying the present model, we believe that the model is

applicable for all locations and latitudes from -50 to +500. We urge,

however, that the model be tested again and if necessary recalibrated when

long term data with pyranometer and pyrheliometer become available from a

larger number of stations. The present paper provides only a users'

manual. The derivation of the model is documented in two companion

papers, Ref. 8 for the available insolation and Ref. 9 for the calculation

of the utilizability function.

II. Insulation H Reaching Collector Aperture within Its

Acceptance Angle

The long term average daily total irradiation incident on the

collector within its acceptance angle is obtained from the daily

hemispherical insolation Hh on a horizontal surface by means of the

formula

Coll [Rh - Rd d hHh(
(II-1)
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For the energy actually absorbed per aperture area A of the collector

one has to multiply this by the average optical efficiency n
0

abs/A) o coll (II-2)

The functions Rh and Rd are given in TablesI to V, and Hd/Hh i the

long term average ratio of diffuse over hemispherical irradiation on

a horizontal surface. This ratio is correlated with clearness index

Kh and sunset hour angle ws as

= 0.775 + 0.347 ( 5 - 113))
Hh 2(I1-3)

-[0.505 + 0.261 (w5 - j-)] cos (2 (i- 0.9))

For nonconcentrating collectors the ws dependence can be neglected by

setting in this equation; this curve is shown by the solid

line in Fig. 1 (the dotted lines show Eq. (11-3) at w 7- - 0.2 ands 2
at ws=- + 0.2). The clearness index Kb is the long term average

ratio

=b - /Ho (11-4)

of daily hemispherical insolation on a horizontal surface over Ho

extraterrestrial insolation - insolation which would have reached the

same surface in the absence of any atmosphere; H is given by Eq. (A-1)

of Appendix A.

Rh and Rd depend on collector type, collector orientation, latitude,

and collector turn-on and turn-off time. We have evaluated these

functions for the following collector types:

*For a test procedure defining n0see appendix C - eq. C 17.
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i.0

0.5

1+0

00.5 I.0

Kh
Fig. 1: Hd/Hh versus Kh (Eq. (11-3); the solid line corresponds to ws n/2

and the dashed lines correspond to w * j- 0.2 (bottom) and

Ws -2+ 0.2 (top)
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1) nonconcentral:ing collector with fixed aperture, e.g., flat

plate collector

a) tilt 8 = latitude A, azimuth 4 = 0 (Table la.)

b) tilt 8 # latitude A, azimuth $ = 0 (Table lb.)

c) tilt S # latitude A, azimuth $ # 0 (Table lc.)

ii) Concentrators with fixed aperture, azimuth $ = 0

e.g., compound parabolic concentrator (= CPC)

a) tilt 8 = latitude A (Table IIa.)

b) tilt 8 # latitude A (Table IIb.)

iii) One-axis tracker of concentration C, tracking about east-west

horizontal axis (Table III)

iv) One-axis tracker of concentration C, tracking about north-south

axis of tilt 8

a) tilt 8 = latitude A (= polar mount) (Table IVa.)

b) tilt S # latitude A (Table IVb.)

v) Two-axis tracker of concentration C (Table V.)

Table II applies also to high concentration systems with fixed

reflector and tracking receiver such as the hemispherical reflector1 2

and the segmented cylindrical reflector13 (developed by General Atomic),

provided their internal shading effects are included in the long term

average optical efficiency n.

Tables III to IV hold for both reflective (mirror) and refractive

(lens) concentrators if the aperture moves as a single unit; included

is almost any reasonable solar concentrator with trough or dish reflector

or with Fresnel lens. This is in contrast to Fresnel reflector systems,

e.g., the power tower,12 whose aperture consists of reflector segments

which follow the sun individually; for this latter case use of Tables

III to V is not quite correct. If more accurate formulas are needed

for Fresnel reflectors, they can be derived by the method described in

Ref. 9. For linear Fresnel reflectors with east-west axis linear

interpolation between the results obtained from Tables II and III should

be adequate.

We find it convenient to express all times t in dimensionless form

as hour angle w from solar noon
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W = with T = length of day = 24 hr; (11-5)

note that throughout this paper all angles are in radians, except for

a few cases where degrees are explicitly indicated. The sunset hour

angle

2Trt

Ws T

corresponding to sunset hour ts is given by

cos ws = -tan A tan 6 (11-6)

where A = geographic latitude

and 6 = solar declination given by Eq. (A-2) of Appendix A. The

quantities a, b and d in these tables are functions of s

a = 0.409 + 0.5016 sin (ws - 1.047) (II-7a)

b = 0.6609 - 0.4767 sin (ws - 1.047) (II-7b)

and

d = sinw -s- s cosw s (II-7c)

(Note that 1.047 radians = 600). In the equations for flat plate and

CPC ws is the sunset hour angle on the collector aperture tilted at an

angle 8 from the horizontal and given by

cos w -- tan (A -80) tan 6. (11-8)

The reflectance p of the ground in front of a flat plate collector is

also needed for Table I; recommended values are p - 0.7 with, and

p - 0.2 without snow, in the absence of better information.

One further variable remains to be explained, the collector

cut-off time tc, or equivalently, the cut-off angle

2nt

we T- c (11-9)

If the collector is placed due south, i.e. with zero azimuth, and if

its time constant is short, it will operate symmetrically around solar

noon, being turned on at
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turn-on time tc- - -tc (II-10a)

and turned off at

turn-off time tc+ tc . (II-10b)

This has been assumed for all collectors with zero azimuth. For the

flat plate with nonzero azimuth the asymmetric turn-on and turn-off

angles are explicitly shown, with the sign convention that wc- (morning)

is negative and Wc+ (afternoon) is positive, as in Eq. (II-10). If

collectors with zero azimuth are operated with wc- wc+ to account for

transient effects or for asymmetric shading problems, the formulas of

Table I to V can still be used in the combination

Reffective = 1 [R (-wc-) + R(wc+)]. (II-lla)

When -wc- and Wc+ do not differ very much, the simple approximation

Ref fective cR(Wc 2 (II-llb)

is acceptable.

The model has been written for explicit input of cut-off time tc

in order to permit greater flexibility and applicability in situations with

any shading configuration. The cut-off time is limited by optical

constraints, and may be further reduced by thermal considerations for

thermal collectors. The procedure of finding tc for thermal collectors

is described in Section III.

The highest possible value of we is the sunset hour angle w8
for a completely unshaded collector. For fixed collectors wc also has

to be less than ws of Eq. (11-8) except in the unlikely case of a

collector which can operate on diffuse radiation alone. In collector

arrays some shading between adjacent rows will usually occur close to

sunrise and sunset, and wc has to be calculated from the trigonometry of

the collector array. This is straightforward for an array with continuous

collector rows, for example with long horizontal parabolic troughs. For

arrays with rows of separate collector units, for example parabolic

dishes, the analysis of shading is more complicated. In either case a

good albeit slightly optimistic approximation is obtained by setting tc
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equal to the time at which half of the collector aperture is shaded.

For nontracking concentrators of the CPC type15-17 the optical

cutoff time depends on the acceptance half angle 0 of the collector. If

a trough-like CPC with east-west axis is mounted at tilt S = latitude A,

we is given by

osw=tan d61(II-12)
c tanO9

For CPCs with concentration C > 2 the tilt will generally differ from the

latitude, with tilt adjustments during the year, and we is given by

tan 6
cos we tan (A-s+0 6/161) (11-13)

Note that for a CPC with tilt adjustments one should always verify that

the sun at noon is within the acceptance angle.

III. Heat Loss, Utilizability, and Cutoff Time

If all days and hours were identical, Q could be obtained by simply

subtracting the total daily heat loss

(Qloss/A)-2 tc U(Tcoll amb) (III-la)

from the absorbed solar energy no 1 coll;'coll is the operating temperature

of the collector (absorber surface or fluid temperature, depending on

choice of temperature base in Appendix C). Since the heat loss from transport

lines between collector and storage or point of use occurs at the same

time as the loss from the collector, i.e. only when the circulating pump

is turned on, the equation for Qloss should really include the loss

gline from the transport lines (which depends of course on the installation)

Loss - 2tc[AU (Tcoll Tamb) + gline] . (III-lb)

Due to the variability of the weather, the true energy gain can be

significantly higher. This feature can be illustrated by the following

two artificial climates. Climate 1 has identical days, all uniformly

overcast, while climate 2 has clear days half of the time and no sunshine

for the rest; both climates have the same long term average insolation H.

If the heat loss of a collector equals the peak insolation of climate 1,

no useful energy can be collected. Under climate 2, however, the same

collector can collect some useful energy on the clear days.
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It is convenient to calculate this affect once and for all for any

concentrator type and for any climate, and to summarize the result in

terms of the utilizability function * - $ depends on the critical

intensity ratio

(gloss/A)
X _(111-2)

noHcoll

and is defined in such a way that the long term average collected

energy Q per aperture area A is

&/A F $ .ecoll (-1)

where F is the heat extraction or heat removal efficiency factor.

F depends on the type of operating temperature which has been specified,

as discussed in Appendix C, and is given by

1 for average receiver surface temperature Tr

F J F' of Eq. (C-5) for average fluid temperature Tf (111-3)

FR of Eq. (C-7) for fluid inlet temperature Tou

FR/(lFRUA/(iCp)) of Eq. (C-8) for fluid outlet temperature Tout

The calculation up to and including 0 is the same regardless of

which temperature base (Tin, Tout, Tf or Tr) is used to specify the

instantaneous efficiency. Only at the last step the temperature base is

accounted for by inserting the appropriate factor F in Eq. (1-1) for i.

In principle, $ is a complicated function of many variables, but

fortunately the dependence on most of these is rather weak. For the

climatic variation, Liu and Jordan have shown that consideration of a

single factor, the clearness index ICh (see Eq. 11-4) is adequate. From

a large number of numerical simulations, we conclude that $ can be

approximated within a few percent by a function of only three variables,

the clearness index , the ratio

R * Rd (III-4)
Rh

and the critical intensity ratio X of Eq. (111-2).

For nontrackina collectors, * is given by the parantric expressions
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O - exp [-X+(0.337 - 1.76 Kh + 0.55R )X2] (III-5a)

for 0.3 K<b < 0.5 and 0 < X < 1.2,

and

* - 1-X + (0.50 - 0.67 Kb + 0.25R) X2 (III-5b)

for 0.5 < < 0.75 and 0 < X < 1.2

For tracking collectors of high :oncentration (C>10), the R dependence can

be neglected and the fit

* - 1- (0.049 + 1.44 Kb) X + 0.341 Kb X2  (III-Sc)

can be used for all values of Kb < 0.75 and for 0 < X < 1.2. For

exceptionally clear climates, i.e., with Kb> 0.75, the simple expression

-1- X for Kh >0.75 (III-5d)

should be used for all collector types. These $ curves are shown in

Figs. 2 to 7.

The fits were derived with emphasis on accuracy at reasonably large values

of * because collectors with low utilizability will not collect enough
energy to be economical. The above expressions for $ are reliable whenever

* is larger than approximately 0.4. At smaller values of *, the above

I.0 - - - - 1.0 - - - - - r

0.8 Kh=0.7 0.8 Kh=0. 6

0.6 0.6

0.4 R 0.4- . -

0.2 -..

0 1 I . I I I I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X X

Fig. 2: Utilisability * versus the Fig. 3: Utilisability + versus the
critical ratio I for " 0.7 critical ratio X for "
and nine values of R fIo 0.6 and nine values of from
0 to 0.8. 0 to 0.8.
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fits are not recommended (nor is it likely that a collector will be practical

if its heat loss is so large as to imply 4 < 0.4). Since the above fits

may increase with X at very large X, they must not be used outside the

specified range of X-values.*

The values of R will range from about -0.1 to 0.8 for nontracking

collectors and from 0.95 to 1.05 for collectors with high concentration.

For tracking collectors with significant acceptance for diffuse radiation

(i.e., (C < 10), R may fall between 0.8 and 1.0. For such a configuration,

we recommend linear interpolation in R between the R - 0.8 value of

Eqs. (III-5a) or (Sb) and Eq. (III-Sc) assuming that the latter equation

corresponds to R = 1.0. (This is not very accurate because the variation

of with R in this range is not uniform for all Ih; but in any case,

tracking thermal collectors of very low concentration appear to have

little practical interest.)

The cutoff time tc for thermal collectors can be determined by the

following simple iteration procedure (which is justified in Ref. 9):

i) start with tc = tcl - maximum permitted by optics, as discussed

at the end of the previous section; for example, tcl - ts for flat plate

or for tracking collectors if there is no shading. For the CPC, tcl is

given by Eqs. (11-12) or (11-13).

ii) calculate corresponding output Q1.

iii) decrease te by Ate to get new tc2- Acl tc (Ate -0.5 hr

will give sufficient accuracy in most cases).

iv) calculate output Q2 for tc2 and repeat procedure until maximal

Q is found.

The smaller the heat loss, the closer the optimal tc will be to tcl'
This is illustrated by the sample calculations in Tables VI and VII

which were carried out with a rather small decrement Atc - 0.1 hour. This

small value was chosen only for the sake of illustration. For example in

Table VIIa a value of Atc 0.5 hr would have yielded Q " 3.714 MJ/m2 on

the second interation, 1% less than the value of 3.743 MJ/m2 obtained with

*One could extend the utilisability curves beyond x " 1.2 by drawing
tangents at x a 1.2. However, for reasons explained in Ref. 9, accuracy
cannot be guaranteed.
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Atc - 0.1 hr on the 14th iteration.

The maximum is broad and quite insensitive to uncertainties in tc.

IV. Sample Calculation

To provide an example, we calculate the energy delivery of several

collector types in New York, N.Y., on February 15. The latitude is

A = 40.50 and the sunset time t - 5.24 hr. The relevant values of
5

insolation Hh, clearness index Kh and daytime ambient temperature Ta

are given in Appendix B as

Hh = 8.33 x 106 J/m2 per day

Kh = 0.41

T 1.0 Ca

The correlation for the diffuse/hemispherical ratio

O = 0.775 + 0.347 (w5 - j() (11-3)
Hh - [0.505 + 0.261 (w - )j cos (2 (i~ - 0.9))

yields a diffuse component of Hd - 3.78 x 106 Jm2 per day for these

conditions. For the ground reflectance we assume p - 0.2.

We consider the following five collectors:

i) Flat plate collector with optical efficiency no - 0.75, U-value

U - 4.0 W/m2 C, and heat extraction efficiency factor F' - 0.90, typical

of double glazing and selective coating.

ii) Fixed CPC collector with evacuated receiver, having n, - 0.60,

U - 0.8 W/m2 C, F' - 0.99, concentration C - 1.5 and acceptance angle

2 0 - 680. These values are typical of the present generation of CPC

collectors, for example the 1.5 X CPC described in Ref. 18. The heat

extraction efficiency F' is excellent because of the combination of

vacuum and selective coatings in the receiver (even if air is used as heat

transfer fluid).

iii) One-axis tracking concentrator with east-west axis (horizontal)

and collector parameters no a 0.65, U - 0.7 W/m2 C, F' - 0.95 and C -20.

These values are typical of good collectors with parabolic trough

reflectors and single glazed nonevacuated selective receivers.1 9

iv) Same collector as iii) but with polar mount, i.e. tracking axis

in north-south direction with tilt equal latitude.
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v) Two axis tracker of high concentration, for which we arbitrarily

assume no = 0.65, U = 0.2W/m2 C, C % 500 and F' = 0.9 because no reliable

test data are available for such a collector at the present time.

The above collector parameters represent currently available tech-

nology. All collectors stand to gain from improvements in reflector

materials, low cost antireflection coatings and selective surfaces. The

magnitude of the gains to be expected varies from collector to collector.

Of the collectors we have considered, the evacuated CPC has the lowest

optical efficiency, because of double glazing, losses in the reflector,

and low absorptivity of currently available selective coatings on

glass; 1 4'2 0 it therefore offers the greatest potential for improvement.

Optical efficiencies above 0.70 have recently been demonstrated for

evacuated CPC collectors.18 The collector parameters are listed in the

first four rows of Table VI.

For the operating temperature we consider two possibilites, either

average receiver surface temperature T - 50*C or average fluid temperature

Tf = 500; this temperature is in the range appropriate for space heating

applications. The calculation up to and including $ is the same

regardless of which temperature base (Tin, Tout, Tf or Tr, see Appendix C)

is used to specify the instantaneous efficiency. Only at the last step the

temperature base is accounted for by inserting the corresponding factor F

in the equation

Q = AFn $coll(-1)

As discussed in Section II, the values for F are

1 for average receiver surface temperature Tr

F' of Eq. (C-5) for average fluid temperature Tf

FR of Eq. (C-7) for fluid inlet temperature Tin

FR/[l-FRUA/(iC )] of Eq. (C-8) for fluid outlet temperature Tout

The entries in Table VI are obtained by iteration over t with Att - 0.1 hr;

details of the intermediate iterations are provided in Table VII. Rows 5

We have neglected line losses in this comparison because in such an
application line losses would be nearly the same for all collector types.
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to 8 list the cutoff time tc, the functions Rh and Rd of Tables I to V,

and the ratio R - Rd/Rh. The insolation Hcoll incident on the aperture

during operating hours is obtained from Eq. (II-1) Holl = [Rh-Rd Hd/Hh] Hh

and listed in Row 9. Hcoll reflects several competing influences: on

one hand the gain of diffuse radiation for the flat plate, and on the

other hand the longer collection time due to reduced heat losses for

concentrating collectors.

Row 10 lists the critical intensity ratio X = Qlose/(A nc)llof

Eq. (111-2), and the corresponding value of the utilizability $ of

Eq. (111-5) is entered in Row 11. The final result for the delivered

energy Q/A at specified receiver surface temperature Tr = 50*C is given

in Row 12. If a different temperature base was specified, the result

in Row 12 is simply multiplied by the appropriate factor for heat

extraction or removal efficiency. Row 13 gives the energy delivered

Q/A if the average fluid temperature is Tf = 50C; it is the product of

Q/A of Row 12 and the heat extraction efficiency F' in Row 4.

The large cutoff time tc for the tracking collectors results from the

assumed absence of any shading. In practical installations tc is likely

to be reduced by about 1/2 hr to 1 hr, and the energy output will be on

the order of ten percent lower. However, even with severe shading and

20a reduction of Q the tracking collectors would still be as good as

(for eaet-west axis) or much better than the flat plate. The cutoff

times for the CPC and the flat plate are realistic and unaffected by

shading in any reasonable installation. The good performance of the CPC

compares to the parabolic trough with east-west tracking axis is due to

its ability to collect most of the diffuse insolation. Collectors with

polar tracking axis or with two-axis tracking can deliver significantly

more heat per aperture area than fixed collectors or collectors with

east-west axis. On the other hand, considerations of field layout,

plumbing connections and line losses may make concentrators with east-west

axis more attractive for large installations.

To evaluate the effect of different operating temperatures on long

term average performance, we list in Table VIII the energy output of the

above mentioned collectors for operation at several temperatures, including
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ambient. The location is Lemont, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago.21

The examples show that even in relatively cloudy climates and even for

rather low temperatures (L.g. space heating) concentrating collectors

can significantly outperform the flat plate. This conclusion stands in

strong contrast to the conventional wisdom that concentrating collectors

are impractical for such applications. It is consistent with findings

of recent studies22,23 of insolation availability (i.e., Hcoll) for various

collector types and climatic regions. It is important to underscore the

performance potential of concentrating collectors at a time when such

collectors are beginning to enter the market at cost nearly -'mpetitive

with flat plate collectors.24 Since the concentrator induai..; is still

undeveloped compared to the flat plate industry, and since the materials

requirements can be smaller, much greater cost reductions can be expected

than for flat plates. Therefore, the conventional wisdom is likely to

be wrong, and concentrating collectors may replace flat plates for

many applications.

V. Comparison Studies

In this section we demonstrate the use of our method for comparison

studies by evaluating and comparing in a location independent manner the

energy availability for various collector types and operating conditions:

A. two axis tracking versus one axis tracking; B. polar tracking axis

versus east-west tracking axis; C. fixed versus tracking flat plate;

D. effect of ground reflectance; and E. acceptance for diffuse radiation

as a function of concentration ratio. For cases B through D we consider only

equinox since this section is to be just an illustration, not an exhaustive

study. At equinox we - j2, the declination vanishes, and the coefficients

a, b and d of Tables I to V are a - 0.6598

b - 0.4226 (V-l)

d - 1.0
while the ratio (11-3) of diffuse over hemispherical insolation becomes

l
--- - 0.775 - 0.505 cos (2(Rh - 0.9)) (V-2)
Hh m
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A. One Axis (Polar) Tracking versus Two Axis Tracking

By tracking with two degrees of freedom one keeps the collector

normal to the sun at all times and has more radiation available than with

one axis tracking. As for total radiation available during the day the

difference between a polar mounted one axis tracker and a two axis tracker

can easily be evaluated from the equations for Rd and Rh in Tables IV and

V. For simplicity we assume high concentration to neglect the 1/C

contribution of diffuse radiation. Since both Rd and Rh differ only by

a factor cos 6 between these collectors, the available radiation differs

also by this factor:

Hcoll, 1 axis polar=co (-)
Hcl p *~ = cos 6 (V-3)

coli, 2 axis

where 6 is the solar declination. The cosine of the declination varies

only from 0.9 to 1.0 during the year, and therefore the difference is

rather small, even at solstice. In practice this difference may be

enhanced (perhaps doubled) by end effects if the polar axis tracker has

no end reflectors; this depends of course on the optical design.

B. Polar versus East-West Tracking Axis

In the following subsections we consider only equinox; then the sun

moves in a plane and the formulas for nontracking (Table II) and for

tracking (Table III) concentrators with east-west axis become identical.

For high concentrations the functions Rd and Rh become in this case

Rd f sinwoR (wi-) =-sn c
d s 2co (V-4)

cos A
EW axis

and

Rh (ws {-2)1cos {0.6598 sin w + 0.2113(cos wcsin w + W )}
gEW axis 1  c

(V-5)

The irradiation available to a concentrator with east-west tracking axis

is therefore
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Hcoll, EW = [0.6598 sin we + 0.2113 (cos we sin we + wc)

ii Hh
- H-sin w ] cs(V-6)

Hh c cosXAh

with Hd/Hh given by Eq. (111-2). For a concentrator with polar tracking

axis the available irradiation is

1 p = [0.6598 w + 0.4226 sin w - d o h A(_7coil, polar c c - cs

which is the same as for the two-axis tracker, the time of year being

equinox. To compare the collectors and display the dependence on cutoff

angle wc we have plotted in Fig. 8 the ratio (lower curves)

HcollEW (s =2 C)

Hcoll,polar s ,2w =2

and the ratio (upper curves)

coil, polar (s =

Hcoll, polar (ws 2 2

versus w . The sensitivity of these quantities to the diffuse/hemispherical

ratio is relatively small, as shown by the fact that the curves for

Kh - 0.4 are close to those for Kh = 0.7. These ratios are independent of

geographic latitude.

Clearly, the polar tracking axis exceeds the east-west tracking axis

in potential for energy collection. But, despite a difference of 20 to

30% (and even more for thermal collectors) one will usually choose a

horizontal tracking axis for large concentrator arrays in order to minimize

expenses and heat losses due to heat transfer lines. On the other hand,

in small installations with a single row of concentrator modules, the

polar axis mount is likely to be preferred. In a home heating or cooling

system, for example, lightweight polar mounted reflector troughs could be
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placed under a glass roof, an arrangement which minimizes problems with

windloading and dirt on the reflector.

C. Flat Plate: Fixed versus Tracking

The enhanced radiation availability for tracking surfaces ha led some

investigators to consider the possibility of tracking a flat plate

collector. We do not wish to take sides in a debate whether such an

arrangement could ever be practical, and present this paragraph only for

the sake of illustration.

Strictly speaking Tables III to V with C = 1 do not quite correspond

to a tracking flat plate because of differences in brightness of ground

and of sky. However, as shown in the following subsection, neglect of

this difference results only in errors of the order of 1 to 4%, for

collectors with tilt less than 40*. Furthermore, a comparison between

fixed and tracking flat plates is hardly effected at all by this difference,

if both are based on formulas which consistently equate the brightness of

ground and of sky. Working at equinox we can represent a fixed flat

plate with tilt = latitude by Table III and a two axis tracking (or a

polar axis tracking) flat plate by Table V, provided the concentration

ratio C is set equal to 1.0. The resulting radiation availabilities are

Hcoll, flat plate, fixed s c) = [0.6598 sin we

d Rh (V-8)

+ 0.2113 (cos w sin w + w ) - sin w (1 - cos ) cos E
c c c co Hh cos A

and

H (w - I- ) - [0.6598wm + 0.4226 sin wcoll, flat plate , tracking s 2 c c

d h
- (wc - sin we cos A) ] - cos A

Hh
The ratio of these two quantities is listed in Table IX for different

values of latitude and clearness index. The enhancement in available

radiation increases with latitude and clearness index, from about 13%

to 33%.
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D. Effect of Ground Reflectance

In the preceding subsection we compared radiation availability to

fixed and to tracking flat plate collectors by neglecting the difference

in brightness between ground and sky. The effect of the ground reflectance

on flat plate collector performance can readily be evaluated by means

of Table I. For equinox and tilt = latitude Table I yields

and

Rd flat plate s 2 Co - 1+o A )2 > n c

R lawplteo1A+P(1 -cos )Rh flat plate 2 - Cos +A 2(1 co

(V-10)

x [0.6598 sin wc + 0.2113 (cos wc sin wc + w) (V-il)

where p is the reflectance of the ground in front of the collector. If

the brightness of ground and sky were equal, the (1 + cos A) term in

Eq. (V-30) could be replaced by one and the (1 - cos A) term in Eq. (V-li)

replaced by zero; the resulting Hcoll would be just Eq. (V-8).

To evaluate the effect of the ground reflectance p we list in Table X

the ratio

coll_ flat plate, gcound sky s -2' c 2

Hcoll flat plate, ground - P (w w' -

for different values of latitude and clearness index. For latitudes

beyond 300 the sensitivity to p increases, and we have included the

p - 0.7 case (for snow) in addition to p - 0.2. The ratio of radiation

available with and without snow can readily be obtained from Table X. For

example, for latitude 400 and clearness index 0.5 this ratio is

Hcoll, flat plate, p - 0.7 " 1_ 0 1.05
V.97

"coil, flat plate, p - 0.2

One learns from this table that the error due to neglect of difference

between sky and ground reflectance is negligible for tilt below 20 and

small (1 to 4%) even for tilt of 40 .
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E. Collection of Diffuse Radiation as Function of Concentration

The Rd and Rh functions for concentrators of low concentration C contain

a term proportional to 1/C to account for their ability to accept part

of the diffuse radiation. By decreasing C, one can collect more of

the diffuse component, but at the price of increasing the receiver

surface and the heat losses. A complete optimization of the concentration

ratio should take into account several additional factors, in particular

mirror and tracking errors and circumsolar radiation - an undertaking

beyond the scope of the present paper. But, to provide at least some

evaluation of the importance of the diffuse component, we have calculated

the insolation available to a concentrator with east-west axis at equinox

(from Table II or III) as a function of concentration C

Hcoll, EW, conc = C "s = )+ [0.6598 sin we + 0.2113 (sin we cos we + wc)

- (Hd -cos A Hh(V-12)C( C sne] (Vo12)

h

Fig. 9a shows the ratio Hd cos A
.9917- -- [1- C

Hcoll, EW, ConcwC (ws 2 '*e j) [1(v-13)

Hcoll, EW, Conc -1 (s 2'c 2 q d
.9 17- - [1 - cos A]

Hh

for different values of the clearness index and latitude A-35*.
The analogous ratio for concentrators with polar tracking axis is

H Ti cosA

H plar cncC(w - -1.459- d- '(7 - C
coll, polar,-conc=C s ' 2h (V-14)

1.59 d.n- osA
coll, polar conc - 1 s 2 ,c - 2 1.459- .(2- cos a)

Hh

This is shown in Fig. 9b also evaluated at A = 35. The polar axis

concentrator is seen to be less sensitive to loss of diffuse radiation

than the concentrator with the E.W. axis; the reason lies in the reduced

average incidence angle for polar axis tracking For very clear climates,

ah " .7, a high concentration collector with E.W. axis receives only 73%

of the radiation available to a fixed flat plate, where as a high
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concentration collector with polar axis receives 80% of the radiation

available to a polar axis tracking flat plate. For cloudy climates,

Kh - .3, the corresponding ratios drop to 46% for the E.W. axis and to

52% for the polar axis.

Table X and Figs. 9a) and b) provide general rules of thumb about

the effects of tracking and concentration. For example for Kh -. 5,

typical of average cloudiness, Table X indicates that tracking enhances

the energy availability for flat plates by about 25%, while Fig. 9b)

shows that high concentration reduces the energy availability by about

30%. Therefore the improvement in average incidence angle brought

about by polar axis tracking nearly compensates for the loss of diffuse

radiation associated with high concentration.
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APPENDIX A.

Extraterrestrial Insolation

The extraterrestrial radiation H is given by 12

H = I 1 + 0.033 cos365.24 1cosy cos6 (sinw - w cosw0 T 650 s s

(A-1)

with T = length of day = 24 hr.

I = 1353 w/m2 = solar constant

n = day of year (starting 1 January)

A = geographic latitude

ws = arccos [-tan A tan 6] = sunset hour angle

and 6 = solar declination given by

sin 6 = 0.3979 sin y (A-2)

(Note 0.3979 = sin 23.450)

In the approximation of a circular orbit of the earth y is

= 21r(n+284) (A-3)YtYo 365.24(A3

for greater accuracy the expression

y[radians] = Y + 0.00713 sin y + 0.032680 cos Y (A-4)

-0.000318 sin 2y + 0.000145 cos 2y0

is recommended by R. L. Hulstrom and M. Imamura, "Definition Study

for Photovaltaic Residential Prototype Systems", Final Report, Martin

Marietta report MCR-76-394, September 1976; Appendix A.
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APPENDIX B.

Long-term Average Values of Insolation, Clearness Index,
and Ambient Temperature (adapted from Ref. 2)*

JAN . MA A'RI t 'AY .JUNF JULY AUG S:' OCT

ALBUQUERQUE, NM (LAT. 35.0)HIN 2 12.88 16.31 21.41
RE .71 .71 .73
Ta C 1.0 4.0 7.0

BL'E HILL MA (IAT. 42.1)
At4 N/n 2  6.52 8.99 12.71

.47 .47 ';49
C -3.0 -3.0 1.0

DALLAS 2 TX (LAT. 32.5)
A MJ/m2 9.67 12.85 16.49
VR 49 .53 .54
T C 7.0 10.0 13.0

DEUVErL CO (.AT. 39.4)
Tin/m2 10.68 14.15 18.25

.69 .69 .67
Ta C -1.0 .0 3.0

LEXO T IL (AT. 41.4)
RfM~J/rn 7.15 9.70 13.63

.50 .50 .51
TON C -3.0 -2.0 3.0

i N (1.i. 35.0)
8.04 11.18 15.03

.44 .48 .51
5.0 7.0 11.0

Fl (I.AT. 25.5)
14.34 17.40 20.53

.61 .62 .63
19.0 19.0 21.0

26.35
.74

12.0

15.85
.417
7.0

28.77 30.90 28.86 26.60
.73 .75 .72 .72

17.0 22.0 25.0 23.0

19.70
.50

13.0

19.01 21.81
.53 .55

19.0 23.0

21.73
.63
9.0

24.37
.62

14.0

21.62 20.91 18.15
.52 .52 .51

18.0 21.0 20.0

24.91 24.62 22.52
.61 .61 - .60

28.0 30.0 30.0

27.38 26.50 24.79
.66 .66 .68

19.0 23.0 22.0

16.31 20.78 23.13 22.04
.48 .53 .56 .55

10.0 16.0 21.0 24.0

19.68 23.19
.55 .59

17.0 22.0

22.75 23.08
.61 .59

23.0 25.0

NEW YORK NY (1.AT. 40.5)
1 NJ/m2  5.44 8.33 12.14 15.45 18.09 19.68
k' .37 .41 .45 .45 .46 .48

< C .0 1.0 5.0 11.0 17.0 22.0

24.66 24.41
.60 .61

26.x) 28.0

23.67
.75

20.0

18.69
.75

13.0

14.72 10.41
.51 .49

16.0 11.0

!:G."' Dr:C

14.13 11.75
.74 .71
6.0 1.0

6.61 5.39
.44 .44
5.0 -1.0

19.17 15.20 10.93 9.25
.59 .58 .53 .51

26.0 20.0 13.0 9.0

20.68 15.49
.69 .69

17.0 11.0

20.32 16.06
.57 .55

23.0 19.0

22.40
.61

27.0

22.21 22.46 21.24
.55 .57 .56

27.0 27.0 28.0

19.22
.48

25.0

.59
23.0

11.08
.51

13.0

14.82
.60

17.0

18.69 16.27
.55 .56

27.0 25.0

16.29 13.86
.45 .47

24.0 20.0

SALT LAKE CITY UT (LAT. 40.5)48. . 26.0025.9 23.0 18.67
t -/n2  6.82 10.72 14.82 20.06 2. 26.0 25. 23.0 18.7

.46 .53 .55 .59 .61 .63 .64 .64 .63
R C -1.0 1.0 4.0 10.0 15.0 19.0 25.0 24.0 18.0

10.13
.46

15.0

13.23
.60

11.0

SAN 0EG CA (LAT. 32.4)
IE 2  11.10 14.36 17.92 19.43 20.64 21.35 22.90 20.89 18.67 15.11

.57 .59 .59 .54 .52 .52 .57 .56 .58 .58
Ta C 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 17.0 18.0 20.0 21.0 21.0 18.0

10.97
.66
4.0

9.13
.6

.)

6.57 5.48
.43 .43
5.0 -1.0

9.96 7.70
.52 .46

10.0 6.0

14.80 13.34
.60 .60

22.0 20.0

6.15 4.81
.38 .36
9.0 2.0

8.54 6.11
.53 .46
4.0 .0

11.89 10.26
.57 .56

15.0 13.0

WICHITA KS (L AT. 37.4)7144002689
H .J/m2  0.29 11.97 15.99 19.76 22.78 25.20 24.41 22.57 18.71 14.40 10.26 8.29

.56 .55 .56 .57 .58 61 .61 .62 .61 .61 .58 .54
Ta C .0 2.0 6.0 14.0 19.0 2e.0 27.0 26.0 21.0 15.0 7.0 1.0

*After completion of this work we learned that Ref. 2 lists the average
temperature during day and night, not the average daytime temperature;
the difference is on the order of 1 to 3 C in most cases.

*1 )1i l ( S
Th

Ah

pa

C

C/m2

c
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APPENDIX C.

Specification of Instantaneous Ffficiency

The instantaneous collector efficiency 10'11serves as basis of the
calculation and must be specified in a clear and unambiguous manner. We

briefly review the most important characteristics.

1. SPECIFICATION OF INSOLATION

Traditionally the efficiency of flat plate collectors has been referred

to hemispherical (also called global or total) irradiance Ih' and that

of collectors with high concentration to beam (also called direct)

irradiance Ib; this has been assumed as the basis of the present paper.

For the intermediate case of concentrators with low concentration no clear

consensus has yet emerged. Within the framework of this paper it has been

most convenient to base the efficiency of such collectors on radiation within

the acceptance angle. If the efficiency data have not been presented in

this form correction factors must be applied. Fortunately the conversion

from one insolation base to another is straight forward and involves only

a multiplicative factor. To find this factor let us add subscripts to the

efficiency. If gout is the collector output [in W] relative to net

collector aperture area A, then the efficiency with respect to hemispherical

irradiance Ih (pyranometer)

gout

h AIh (C-1)

while the efficiency with respect to beam Ib (pyreheliometer)

n out
b A I (C-2)Ab

The conversion from one to the other is therefore

Ih

nb h I
b (C-3)

- nh (1+ I )

b
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where Id = Ih - Ib is the diffuse component. Since efficiency measurements

should always be done under clear sky, the ratio Id/lb of diffuse over

beam is about 0.1 to 0.15. This means that the efficiency curve of a

collector is at least 10% higher when stated in terms of beam rather than

in terms of hemispherical radiation. For collectors with low concentration

1 < C < 10, e.g. CPC and V-trough which accept significant fraction, 1/C of

the diffused component,15,16, the efficiency relative to the irradiance

I = + Ic b C d (C-6)

within the acceptance angle

gout

c A Ic(C-7)

the conversion factor from nh to nc is given by

Id

1 +

n = n b(C-8)c h Id
1 + CI

b

and the conversion from rc to nb is

1 (C-9)
c bI

1 + Cd
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2. REFERENCE TEMPERATURE

Several collector temperatures can serve as reference for stating the

efficiency, the most useful being

Tr = average collector receiver surface temperature

T. = fluid inlet temperature
in

Tout = fluid outlet temperature

Tf= (Tin + Tout)/ 2 = average fluid temperature

To a very good approximation only the difference between the collector

temperature and

Ta = ambient temperature

matters. The heat loss coefficient or U-value U[in W/m2C] is defined

relative to collector aperture area A as

q

U = (C-9)
A(Tr - T)(

r a)
where q is the heat loss [in W]. Strictly speaking U is not constant;

but its dependence on temperature, wind and other environmental factors

is fairly weak, and good approximation is obtained by using an average

U-value corresponding to the anticipated operating temperature. For a

better approximation we recommend Tabor's parameterization

q,= AU (T - T )P (C-10)
So r a

where p is a collector dependent coefficient, typically in the range

1.1 to 1.3 for nonevacuated collectors and somewhat larger for evacuated

collectors.

In terms of U the collector efficiency reads

nf=no -U(T - T )/I (C-11)

if the average receiver surface temperature Tr is given. no is the

optical efficiency or efficiency at zero heat loss; it has also been

called Ta product in the flat plate literature.
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Usually it is more practical to measure the fluid temperature than the

receiver surface temperature. In terms of the average fluid temperature

Tf the efficiency equals

n = F'[no - U(T - Ta)/I] (C-12)

where F' is the heat extraction factor (called collector efficiency

factor in Ref.12) given by the ratio

F' = (UaC-13)
U

of the thermal conductance Ufa from fluid to ambient over the thermal

conductance from receiver surface to ambient (in this equation both U values

must refer to aperture area). If the fluid inlet temperature Tin is

specified, the efficiency is

n = FR o - U(Tin - Ta)!'] (C-14)

with the heat removal factor12

= r - UAF'(

FR UA exP )me J(C-15)
P

m is the mass flow rate [kg/s] through the collector and Cp is the

fluid heat capacitance [J/Kg C] at constant pressure. Finally, the

dependence of efficiency on fluid outlet temperature Tout is given by
13ou

a modification of Eq (C -14)

FR

= [UAno -U(Tout a)/I]. (C-16)

1 - .nm

Any of the four expressions or efficiency, (C-11), (C-12) , (C-14)

or (C-16) can be used as starting points for the calculation of long

term average performance.

3. INCIDENCE ANGLE MODIFIERS AND AVERAGE OPTICAL EFFICIENCY

Measurements of instantaneous efficiency are usually carried out and

reported at normal or nearly normal incidence. In actual operation,

on the other hand, the incidence angle on any collector with less than

full 2 axis tracking will vary over the course of the day and the year.
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Usually the optical efficiency decreases with large incidence angles

because of increased reflection from cover glazing and because of geometric

factors. This effect could be described by an incidence angle modifier

F(0EW'0NS) which multiplies the optical efficiency n . It is however

much simpler to replace no by its long term average no . In practice

no should be determined by measuring the average day long efficiency on a

clear day from t=tc until t=tc+

tc+

fdt 
g out(t

- _ tc- A (C-17a)

tc+

dtlI(t) T=T
tc-r

with average receiver temperature Tr kept as close as possible to ambient

Ta to minimize heat loss. The turn-on and turn-off times tc and tc+ for this

test should be representative of average operating periods for the collector

in question. If the condition Tr - Ta cannot be satisfied, one must

correct Eq. (C-17a) by adding the daily total heat loss calculated from

the known U-value as
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no

tc+
dt

tc-
q out (t)

U[Tr(t)-Ta t)

I (t)

if the receiver temperature Tr(t),

out (t)

AF'
+ U[Tf(t)-Ta(t)]}

(C-17c)
tc+
dt I(t)

if the average fluid temperature Tf(t) has been monitored.

The precise values of tc- and tc+ used for this measurement are not

critical. For example a flat plate collector will typically operate for

about 7 hours per day. If instead 6 or 8 hours were used for measuring ni

the result would differ by less than 1%.

(C-17b)

and as tc+
dt

tc-

tc+

dt

-tc-

n1
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Table I. Function Rh and R for Flat Plate Collector

a) tilt B - latitude A, azimuth $ - 0

Rh o A + (1 - cos A)][asinwc + (sin we cosw + Wc)]

- (1 - cos A) cosW e,[aw c +bsinwij

Rd 4[cos1 - (1 + cos s) in wc +jj (1 + cos A)cos w }

b) tilt B y latitude A, azimuth * - 0

Ic cos(A-8) +. (1-cos B) a sin Wc+Jb(sin w coo +)]

- cos(A-B) cos Wu + 2 (1-cos B)cos wi la + b sin a

Rd dI[c-s A -2 (1+ cos B) sin Wc

cs A cos w' e- (1 + cos B)cos wi Wi

c) tilt B y latitude A, azimuth * f 0

convert from B and * (with respect to horizontal and vertical)
to Bo and *0 (with respect to equatorial plane and polar axis)
by means of

sin 0 -fcos

and

tan 0 Cos

B sin A - sin B cos A cos *

sin B sin
B cos A + sin

i-
B sin A cos.

0mm
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Table I. continued:

1 {cosS cos$o +fl (1 -cosS) [a(sin w-sin wO

+ b(sinw+ cosw + -sin w -cosw - + +

cosw0s n $ L - COB - b 2. + - 2

d o cso - (+ c+ 0 (i c- c-n c -

+t s [a(cos w Cos )+ (cos w - cos e)

cos c+ c-) 2 c+ c-

+ sin o - (( 1) +cos)tan2 ( + b(sin w)JJ
Cos A 2 SJLc+ -cc+-si

R m1
1[cos Bo coso 11

2d cIL A -2( 1.cos B)] (BinwC, -Bsinw )

cOSos if ACO W c oswc

tan d6 E ~o_ 1+ cos B) tana A w - wj
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Table II.

Functions Rd and Rh for concentrators with fixed aperture, e.g.,

compound parabolic concentrator (CPC)

a) tilt 0 - latitude A, azimuth $ - 0

Rh"d o a sin we+b (sin we cos we+ wRh d- co { iAbc i2cos )J

and

f 1 11 cos os
Rd " d cos A C sin wc + C we

b) tilt S # latitude A, azimuth 0 - 0

" cos (A'
Rh dcos A (a-bcosw)sinw -acosw w

s c - s c

l
+ (sin w cos oc +

and

Rd
1 cos (A-B) _ 1 sin w

cos A CJ c

[cos (i cos(A-B)

C -cosA 
cos wsj c

1
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TABLE III.

Functions R. and R, for a collector which
_ I -

tracks about East-West axis

1
Rh = dcos a

1

1
cos A

w
C
f dw
0

dw

(a + b cos w)

4cos2 + tan2g d

W

Ic dw [ cos2w+tan26
0

cos4 w+U7 ang7

for high concentration

-cos X
- cos (cos w - cos w)J

for low concentration C 5 10

to evaluate these integrals one can use Simpson's rule or elliptic integrals,

as explained below.

Simpson's rule with one step will be adequate in most cases (error < 3%);

for greater accuracy two steps can be used.

x + 2Ax

I f(x)dx Axn[f(x ) + 4 f (x + Ax) + f (x + 20x)]

0 0

In terms of elliptic integrals Rh and Rd are

Rh -d cos 1 cos 6 (a E (wc' 2 -6)

+ [2in 1 -l cos2 6sin2 w2 c e
+ arcsin (coso 6sin A

coe 6
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Table III. continued;

and

E (wo, j - 6)

d cos A cos 6

d-

E ( w, - 6)

d cos A cos 6

for high concentration

sines -w cosw 5c c s
Cd

for low concentration

where E(w , j7- 6) is an elliptic integral of the second kind

2 2 1/2
E(+,a) = f d 0 (1 - sin a sin )

which is tabulated, for example on pp. 616-618 of "Handbook of Mathematical

Functions", M. Abramovitz and I. A. Stegun, Dover Publications, Inc.,

New York 1965.
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TABLE IV.

Functions h and Rd for collector which tracks about North-South axis

a) tilt of tracking axis 8 = latitude A (polar mount)
aw + b sin w
c c

d cos A

and

R = c
d dcos A

c
d cos A

b) tilt of tracking axis 8

1 C
Rh d cos A o clw(a

with g(w) =;sin w

for high concentration

sin wc - w cos ws
C d for low concentration

latitude a

+ b cos w) g(w)

+ [cos(A-8)cos w + tan 6 sin(X-8)J2

and

c

R 1 f dw g(w) for high concentration
d d cos A o g

wc sin w - w cos w
1 dw g(w) - c c s

d cos A o C d

for low concentration.

The integrals can be evaluated by Simpson's rule. See Table III.
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TABLE V.

Functions R, and Rd for collector with

aw + b sin w
c c

h=d cos A cos 6

2-axis tracking

W

Rd d c - -for high concentration

w sinw - w cos w
cs C dcfor low concentration

d cos acos 6 C d

and

r vsiiv %W A. f.YVi asp%



TABLE VI - Collector parameters and energy collected
15 February in New York at 50*C

Parabolic trough Parabolic trough
Flat Plate CPC evacuated E.W. tracking axis polar tracking Two axis

axis tracker

.75 .6 .65 .65 .65

U[W/m2C] 4 .8 .7 .7 .2

C 1 1.5 20 20 500

F' .9 .99 .95 .95 .9

te (hrs from noon) 3.934 4.651 5.234 5.234 5.234

Rh 1.626 1.723 1.874 2.377 2.441

Rd .783 1.089 1.932 2.549 2.617

R=Rd/Rh .481 .632 1.031 1.072 1.072

$coll[M J/m2] Eq. I-1 10.616 10.278 8.385 10.274 10.550

X(Eq. III-1 and 111-2) .697 .213 .237 .194 .054

f(h, R, X) .470 .807 .856 .881 .966

(Q/A) = n0 Coll[MJ/m2

Tr=50*C 3.743 4.976 4.667 5.886 6.624
r2

(Q/A) = F'rno *i oll[MJ/m2

Tav. fluid = 50*C 3.369 4.926 4.434 5.592 5.962



TABLE VIIa - Some results of the iteration procedure to determine the cut-off time

corresponding to the maximum energy (Max.Qout) collected. Flat plate,

tilt = latitude, at Tr = 500 in New York in February. Iterations start

with tc =s = 5.234 sunset time (hours from n'on); decrement etc = 0.1 hr,

for the sake of illustration Atc has been chosen much smaller than necessary.

Iteration #
(cut-off time)

t
c

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _t

Rh Rd
Hcoll

X

1st 5.234 1.801 .943 11.482 .858 3.405

10th 4.334 1.700 .839 11.027 .739 3.714

14th-

)(Max. ) ut 3.934 1.626 .783 10.616 .697 3.743

15th 3.834 1.604 .768 10.491 .688 3.738

OD



TABLE VIIb - Some results of the iteration procedure to determine the cut-off time corresponding

to the maximum energy (Max.Qout) collected. Fixed tilt = latitude CPC (1.5X), E.W.

tracking axis parabolic trough, polar mount tracking parabolic trough, 2 axis

tracker, for New York, and Tr = 100*C in February.

to ts, and omission of

less than one percent.

iterations (i.e. setting

Due to small heat

tc s) would affect

loss tc is close

result for Q by

Iteration # t c
(cut-off

time)

Rh Rd
co 1

[mJ /m I

X
fout

[MJ/m2]

CPC (1.5X) 1 4.651 1.723 1.089 10.728 .430 3.985

3_ 

_

(Max. Qout) 4.451 1.695 1.062 10.153 .417 13.9891

Parabolic trough 1 5.234 1.874 1.932 8.385 .472 3.955
E.W. Tracking axis 5 4.834 1.827 1.865 8.247 .450 |3.970|

(Max. Qout)

Parabolic trough 1 _ 5.234 2.377 2.549 10.274 .381 5.151
Polar tracking axis (Max.Qout)

2 5.134 2.344 2.500 10.182 .387 5.119

2 axis tracker 1 5.234 2.441 2.617 10.550 .109 |6.391|
(Max.Qout)

2 5.134 2.407 2.567 10.455 .108 6.339



TABLE VIII - Comparison of energy delivery for Lemont, Illinois: daily total output for central day of each
month, and yearly total, in MJ per m2 of collector aperture.

LE-YCr.eIL, L7ITU0E 4 1.40 CEG=EES

JAN

:NSrLATICN 7.!5C
A'.3 :.T -3.3:.

CCL. =3 .- C.C

FEB AA APR MAY JUN JUL AU C SPT OCT NOV CEC

9.7C3 13.'30 1E.310 20.700 23.130 22.040 2C.320 16.060 11.080 6.570 5.480 MJ/SCM*OAY
-2.00 3.0^ 1C.30 16.00 21.00 Z.00 23.00 19.00 .03 5.0 -1.00 DE(EL C

YEAR-MJ/SOM

FLAT LATE.
9.025 10.654
2.;35 3.Z8
3.: C.0

3.0

cPc FIXED
6.Ceb
.. 49

2.2-

ON' A-VIS.
7.510
S.31 2

Oar AXiS.

7.014
5.31
4.115
3.90'

T C : X I s

8. 4Rc
7. 8Z('
7.466

ETA-C= 0.750
12.307 12.432

1.
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TABLE IX: H /,Coll, flat plate, tracking Coll, flat plate, fixed,

ratio of radiation availability for tracking and for fixed flat plate, at equinox.

x*
Kh 0 10 200 30* 40* 50*

.3 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.17

.4 1.18 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.22

.5 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.27

.6 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.30

.7 1.29 1.29 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.33

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ .1 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _



TABLE X. Effect of ground reflectance, evaluated by means of the ratio of radiation

availability if ground = p and if brightness of ground and sky are equal:

flat plate, ground =

flat plate, ground =

sky s '

p s 2' c

A 00 200 30* 40 50*

Kh p=0.2 p=0.2 p=0.7 p=0.2 p=.7 p=.2 p=0.7 p=0.2

.3 1.00 1.01 0.99 1.03 0.99 1.04 0.98 1.06

.4 1.00 1.01 0.99 1.02 0.98 1.03 0.97 1.04

.5 1.00 1.01 0.98 1.01 0.97 1.02 0.96 1.03

.6 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.01 0.97 1.02 3.96 1.02

.7 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.01 0.96 1.01 0.95 1.01

Tcoll,

Hcoll,

C 2

V1I

1
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Fig. 1: lId/RHh versus Rh(Eq. (II-3); the solid line corresponds to -s w/2

and the dashed lines correspond to e" - - 0.2 (bottom).
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Fig. 3: Utilizability " versus the critical ratio
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